Finding PI, P(EQ) and P(EQ)FYS Sections in NazNet

There are now separate subjects for the P(EQ) and P(EQ)FYS courses, which you can see in the Subjects drop-down menu in the Search for Sections screen in NazNet. Please see the P(EQ) FAQ’s for more details about P(EQ) and P(EQ)FYS courses.

NazNet Search

To retrieve all PIs and P(EQ)s for a specific subject, we recommend that you select the regular subject and select “PI – Perspectives I” from the Course Attributes menu. In addition, select the same subject with the “.Q” (or “.F”) added. See note at bottom of page 2 for important information about courses with the “.F” designation.

If you are only interested in finding PI’s, regardless of subject, leave the subject line blank in Search for Sections and select “PI – Perspectives I” from the Course Attributes menu. Because P(EQ)’s count as PI’s, all PIs and P(EQ) offerings will appear in the search results.

(See next page for screen shot)
Finding P(I), P(EQ) and P(EQ)FYS Sections in NazNet

To search for P(EQ)s only, leave the subject line blank and select “PEQ – Perspectives Enduring Ques” from the Course Attributes menu.

NOTE: Because all P(EQ)FYS courses count as P(EQ)s, all P(EQ)s and P(EQ)FYS courses will appear in the search results. The “.F” courses are First Year Seminars and are only open to Freshman.